


2. rocket head surface teMperature field coMputations

2.1. Geometry model and discretisation

A tetragonal, 2-dimensional, axisymmetric grid was created for the computations. The grid size

is approx. 1.2 mln elements. in addition, the grid was condensed in the region of the shock wave

formation. The rocket is inside a cuboidal computational space. its size was selected so as to simulate

the phenomena occurring in the flow well. The computational space extends by 3 lengths of the

rocket to the front and 5 lengths of the rocket to the back. Figure 1 presents the visualisation of the

computational grid.

Fig. 1. Tetragonal grid of the model [Bednarczyk, 2014]

2.2. solver settings in the fluent system

The following settings were selected for inviscid flow:

• steady flow, compressible; 

• inviscid fluid, energy equation included; 

• boundary condition pressure_far_field, Ma=3. 

Whereas, for viscous flow:

• steady flow, compressible; 

• spalart_Allmaras viscosity model, energy equation included; 

• boundary condition pressure_far_field, Ma=3.

2.3. comparison of the viscous and inviscid models

Fig. 2. Temperature distribution on the rocket head for the viscous case, in kelvin. 

The scale covers a range from 700k to 820k [Bernaczyk, 2014].
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Fig. 3. Temperature distribution on the rocket head for the inviscid case, in kelvin. 

The scale covers a range from 260k to 820k [Bernaczyk, 2014].

different temperature scales were used during the presentation of the results. The reason for that

is a large difference between the minimum temperature of the presented models. The temperature

distribution in the inviscid model depends only on the flow stagnation, whereas, in the viscous model,

it also depends on the friction of the fluid flowing around the rocket. in order to simulate the real

phenomena as well as possible, the model with viscous flow was used in further computations.

2.4. simulation results for Ma=3.

The numerical simulation results for ma=3 and the viscous model are presented below. it is the

maximum anticipated mach number during the flight of the rocket.

Fig. 4. Flow velocity map depicted in terms of the mach number [Bednarczyk, 2014]
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Fig.5. map of temperature in the Prandtl tube (k) [Bednarczyk, 2014]

Fig. 6. distribution of temperature vs rocket length. The head’s coordinates are from 

-0.4m to -0.1m. Point 1 – stagnation point on the rocket head, point 2 – stagnation 

point in the Prandtl tube [Bednarczyk, 2014]

2.5. simulation results for Ma=1.58.

The numerical simulation results for ma=1.58 and the viscous model are presented below. At this

value of the mach number during the rocket decelerating, the stagnation temperature reaches the

maximum allowable operational temperature limit of the composite.

Fig. 7. Temperature distribution on the rocket head, in kelvin 

[Bednarczyk, 2014]
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Fig. 8. map of temperature in the Prandtl tube (k) [Bednarczyk, 2014]

Fig. 9. distribution of temperature vs rocket length. The head’s coordinates are from 

-0.4m to -0.1m. Point 1 – stagnation point on the rocket head, point 2 – stagnation 

point in the Prandtl tube [Bednarczyk, 2014]

3. nuMerical heat transfer analysis

3.1. Geometric model of the rocket head

The paper focuses on the analysis of heat transfer in head elements directly exposed to the impact

of hot air, which are the brass tip and the composite dome.

Fig. 10. Rocket head cross-section with marked analysed elements [sR skA, 2014].
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Fig. 11. Rocket tip [sR skA, 2014]

Fig. 12. Rocket dome [sR skA, 2014]

Fig. 13. The geometric model (3d axisymmetric) [Rosłowicz, 2014].

For the purposes of the heat transfer analysis model, it was decided to omit the threaded part of

the tip, since it is located far from the most exposed areas. A conical shape of the tip with 

a semicircular end was assumed. The dome over the paraboloidal part was taken into account 
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(Fig. 12). due to the axial symmetry of the case, heat transfer in the head quadrant was simulated.

creation a 2-dimensional model was impossible due to the character of the finite elements used for

modelling the composite dome.

3.2. rocket head computational grid

Fig. 14. A grid of finite elements [Rosłowicz, 2014]

3.3. Material properties of the rocket head

The thermo-physical material properties necessary to analyse heat transfer were defined. it was

assumed they were constant.

Tab. 1. Thermo-physical properties of the head materials [sR skA, 2014]

* on the basis of the rocket’s technical documentation [1], ** based on [4], p. 1711, tab. 2., 

[Ge material]

3.4. heat transfer boundary conditions

during the flight, the rocket head is exposed to particularly high thermal loads. They result from

the stagnation of flow during high-velocity flights. The flight profile and the adiabatic stagnation

temperature curve were determined on the base of numerical calculations. detailed information

regarding the used model and numerical code can be found in the source material [7]. 
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Fig. 15. The adiabatic stagnation temperature curve (axis y). epoxy resin melting 

point was indicated. The flight time of the rocket is applied on axis x

[Rosłowicz, 2014]

it was decided to determine the following heat transfer boundary conditions:

• outer surface and Pitot tube – third-type condition (Fourier), forced convection, distribution of

the fluid temperature and the heat transfer coefficient.

• inner surfaces – second-type condition (neumann), heat flux density distribution.

• model symmetry surfaces and the bottom edge – adiabatic.

it was assumed that the analysed case was axisymmetric. Therefore, the boundary conditions are

the function of coordinate y along the rocket axis and time. coordinate y=0 means the tip bottom

surface.

The temperature distribution on the outer surfaces and in the tube was obtained from the

analysis of the flow around the head and for two points of the flight trajectory: 1 (Ma=3, H=1km)

and 2 (Ma=1.58, H=6km).The figures show fluid temperature distribution and the evaluated

approximating functions.

Fig. 16. distribution of the adiabatic temperature of the fluid on the tube surface 

at Ma = 3 (axis y), y is a coordinate calculated along the rocket axis from 

the base of the tip towards the end [Rosłowicz, 2014] 
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Fig. 17. distribution of the adiabatic temperature of the fluid on the tube surface 

at Ma = 1,58 (axis y), y is a coordinate calculated along the rocket axis from 

the base of the tip to the end [Rosłowicz, 2014]

Flow analysis indicates that the fluid temperature at the dome surface changes slightly, therefore,

a constant value was assumed in both cases. similarly in case 2, constant (due to y) temperature

values along the entire inner surface were assumed. 

The heat transfer coefficient distribution was calculated with the use of the intermediate enthalpy

method. The known distribution of fluid temperature without heat transfer with the structure, the

mach number fields and flight conditions (static pressure, kinematic viscosity) were used. due to non-

determined temperature of the structure during the flight, the computations were conducted iteratively. 

For the purpose of calculating the current Reynolds number, an auxiliary coordinate s was

introduced along the surface of the head, assuming that in approximation, it has the shape of a cone. 

(1)

where:

y’ – axial coordinate calculated from the tip of the rocket, α – half-angle of line inclination of the head

cone, α ≈ 14°.

The current Reynolds number was defined on this basis:

(2)

where:

u∞ – undisturbed velocity

ν∞ – undisturbed kinetic viscosity

s
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Fig. 18. distribution of the current Reynolds number (axis y) along the rocket axis 

(axis x) [Rosłowicz, 2014]

Re=50000 is considered to be the boundary value of the outer laminar flow. on the basis of

distribution analysis (fig. 18), it can be assumed that turbulent flow is present around the entire length

of the head.

The following air properties were determined for the purposes of further calculations. Average

values are related to the average temperature in the boundary layer.

Tab. 2. Properties of air in the outer flow around the head [Rosłowicz, 2014]

Based on the Tr fluid adiabatic temperature on the wall, enthalpy was determined:

ir=Trcp (3)

enthalpy of the fluid on the edge of the boundary layer can be determined from the relationship:

(4)

where:

Mae – local mach number on the edge of the boundary layer.

enthalpy on the wall was calculated similarly, by assuming further approximations of the boundary

temperature Tw. The initial value was arbitrarily determined on the basis of launch conditions.
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iw=Twcp (5)

next, average enthalpy was calculated with the use of the empirical formula:

(6)

The corresponding temperature is:

(7)

Analogously:

(8)

The heat transfer coefficient was determined with the use of the stanton number. The average

value over the section from 0 to cross-section x is (for the minor difference between Te and T*):

(9)

The obtained value requires to be multiplied by 1.28 for the flow around cone.

Finally, the heat transfer coefficient was determined from the definition of the stanton number:

(10)

in the case of flow through a Pitot tube, a method based on the nusselt number was used. The

following empirical correlation was used:

NuD = 0,023ReD
0,8 Prn (11)

where:

ReD – Reynolds number based on the D tube diameter,

n=0.3 for wall heating; n=0.4 for wall cooling.

Tab. 3. data for Pitot tube calculations [Rosłowicz, 2014]

The ReD number was defined as:

(12)

where:
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ue – flow velocity on the edge of the boundary layer,

νe – kinemtatic viscosity on the edge of the boundary layer.

The heat transfer coefficient in the tube αp was calculated from the definition of the nusselt

number NuD:

(13)

in the above-mentioned formula, the air heat transfer coefficient λp was read for the current

temperature at the edge of the boundary layer.

Fig. 19. The distribution of the heat transfer coefficient (axis y) along the 

coordinate y (axis x) for Ma = 3 and the approximating function [Rosłowicz, 2014]

Fig. 20. The distribution of the heat transfer coefficient (axis y) along the 

coordinate y (axis x) for Ma = 1.58 [Rosłowicz, 2014]

The computed values of the heat transfer coefficient were verified on the basis of the results of

theoretical and experimental studies in [2]. Average values from the entire length of the head were

Nu
D Nu
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adopted for the calculations, except for the stagnation tube at ma = 3, for which the distribution was

assumed with the use of an approximating function (fig. 19).

The heat flux densities on the outer surfaces of the structure were estimated on the basis of the

amount of heat transferred from the fluid to the surface, according to newton’s law:

q = αp(TrTw) (14)

The total heat flux on the i surface is expressed by the formula:

Qi = qav,iSi (15)

where:

qśr,i – average heat flux density on i inner surface (of the tip and dome),

Si – outer surface (tip and dome).

The heat flux density through the inner surface is:

(16)

where:

Sw,i – inner surface (of the tip and dome).

For the computations in the Ansys system, it was assumed that the heat load, i.e., the values of

temperature and heat transfer coefficient for every point on the surface change linearly between the

initial and final conditions in a given step (1 and 2). 300k (27°c) was assumed as the initial

temperature of the structure (at the time of the rocket launch).

3.5. unsteady heat transfer calculation results

Unsteady heat transfer in the head was calculated using the Ansys solver. external loads were

divided into two steps, according to the flight conditions defined above. due to the need to assume

wall temperature, several iterations were necessary in order to obtain result convergence.

Tab. 4. The laminate’s final temperature change in subsequent iterations. 

difference calculated in relation to absolute zero [Rosłowicz, 2014]
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Tab. 5. Heat flux density final values [W/m2] 

[Rosłowicz, 2014]

The result after second load step means a change of the heat flow direction (from the inside to the

outside). it is in line with the expectations, since at that point of the flight, the rocket structure should

be cooling down.

Fig. 21. Temperature field in the tip after 1 load step (simulation time 2.1s; 

flight time 2.78s). Values stated in °c [Rosłowicz, 2014]

Fig. 22. Temperature field in the tip after 2 load step (simulation time 8.2s; 

flight time 8.86s) [Rosłowicz, 2014]
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Fig. 23. The laminate surface temperature change Tlam (axis y) during the 

flight of the rocket (axis x). The Tmax allowable temperature was marked 

[Rosłowicz, 2014]

4. conclusions

The conducted analysis showed significant (up to ca. 250°c for the dome and up to ca. 150°c for

the tip) heating of the rocket’s structural elements, exposed to direct contact with stagnated air. The

brass tip has low thermal resistance (the Biot number around 0.4), so heat is rapidly transported into

the structure. it may cause excessive heating of elements located below. The epoxy-resin composite

heats up faster (the Biot number in the order of several dozen). Heat is absorbed by resin and slowly

transported inside. The analysis of computation results showed the need to use additional thermal

protection of the composite part of the head. The flight time, during which excessive heating is

present, is about 4.5s. The approximate and simplified nature of the calculations requires also to be

taken into account. due to lack of material data, the heat transfer between the tip and the composite

was practically not taken into account (the contact resistance coefficient unknown). in fact, heat

transport from brass and from air beyond the culminating point (2 load step) may cause higher

laminate temperature, than it can be seen from the above analysis. The further (cylindrical) composite

part of the rocket head, which is a transition between the head and the body, is exposed to similar

thermal loads.
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analiza wyMiany ciepła w Głowicy 
rakiety naddźwiękowej

streszczenie

niniejszy artykuł zawiera opis metody oraz wyniki numerycznej symulacji wymiany ciepła 

w elementach głowicy rakiety. Punkt wyjścia stanowiły założone warunki lotu (3 punkty

charakterystyczne określone przez wysokość i liczbę macha) iwyznaczone niezależnie adiabatyczne

pole temperatury gazu. do wyznaczenia pola temperatur na powierzchni rakiety użyty został system

Ansys Fluent. zostały obliczone przypadki przepływu lepkiego i nielepkiego (dla porównania).

na podstawie wyników dla przypadku lepkiego sformułowano warunki brzegowe wymiany ciepła,

założenia modelu numerycznego. model ograniczono do mosiężnej części noskowej i fragmentu

kompozytowej kopułki. metodą analityczno-empiryczną „średniej entalpii” (intermediate enthalpy)

wyznaczono rozkład współczynnika przejmowania ciepła na powierzchni rakiety. następnie

dokonano obliczenia nieustalonej wymiany ciepła z wykorzystaniem systemu Ansys. obejmowały

one zakres od startu rakiety, poprzez moment osiągnięcia maksymalnej liczby macha, do

wystarczającego schłodzenia konstrukcji. efektem pracy było sformułowanie wniosków istotnych 

z punktu widzenia dalszych prac konstrukcyjnych. Wykazano nadmierne ogrzewanie elementów

kompozytowych w trakcie lotu. 

słowa kluczowe: technika rakietowa, numeryczna mechanika płynów, nieustalona wymiana ciepła,

oprogramowanie Ansys.
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